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arket research needs varv by tvpe and seope
as an idea evolves from the "I've got an idea"
stage to I he concept formulation stage lo the prototype development stage and I lien to the subsequent
commerciali/alion stages (such as licensing or manufacturing and perhaps selling the product yourself).

For example, at the "I've got an idea" stage, it is important to conduct basic preliminarv market research
to identify whether or not there are am competing
products or services, who makes or provides them
and, if there is potential competition, is there a market niche not addressed by the competition that this
idea could (ill. It is generalK prudent lo conduct this
tvpe of market research before applying lor a patent.
'Che reason is that, if the market research reveals that
\our idea is polentialK unsound, then regard this as
"good news" because you have just sav ed money and
years ol'wasted effort and can now n u n c on to a better idea.
The focus of market research at both the "I've got
an idea" and concept formulation stages is generally
on a review of readily available data and information tvpicalfy found at the local library or in available
computerized databases, that is. the conduct of.secondary research. The objective here is lo at least gel
a general idea as to the "market space" where your
invention might polentialK fit and to gather information that will allow you lo "characterize" just what
this "market space" is.
At the completion of the concept formulation stage
and, generally, before or during the prototvpe de-

velopment stage, an inventor now needs to focus in
more detail as lo who are the prospective customers or users of the product or service lo be provided.
Here the term "customers" would include not onK
polenlial consumers but also companies that could
be licensing candidates or purchasers of I he invention. If you choose lo develop a prototvpe. then you
now ha\e something for "show and tell" (of course
with the right confidentiality agreements in place)
that could be the basis for negotiations with those
companies thai >ou have identified. In addition, if
you w^Ci] financial help such as through angel investors or v enlure capitalists, being able to demonstrate
that what you have really works will increase your
invention's "commercial attractiveness" lo potential
investors. At this point in the "idea development c\cle" jou will fine! that you now need to focus more on
primarv research whereas previouslv conducted secondary research gol \ou to this point. Now \ou need
to get answers lo specific questions that can realistically only be obtained b\ such activities as personal
interviews, lie-Id studies, test marketing, contacts
with product "brokers" and companies looking for
new products, and perhaps the use of marketability
evaluation service prov iders.
Converting that "bright idea" into a marketable
product will require careful consideration of the market at all stages in the life cycle of the product. As can
be readilv observed, it's a long road from the germ
of an idea to the successful introduction of a product
into lite marketplace and the subsequent derivation
of the corresponding financial rewards.
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he major focus of market research is to "do
your homework" before moving forward with
your idea or invention. Generally speaking,
you wouldn't buy a car, a house or other products
without doing some basic research; therefore, you
should approach the development of your idea
or invention in the same manner. However, to
accomplish this you need a plan that addresses what
you are looking for.
You should start out with an initial market
research plan that gets you going. Your plan should
be flexible, as it may change over time depending on
the results of your search. To develop such a plan,
basic suggested steps are as follows:
Step 1: Identify and list what types of information
or data you need - that is, the questions you need to
be answered. For example, what similar products (if
any) are already in the marketplace, and what are
the characteristics of these like or similar products
in terms of their features, price and manufacturers?
Step 2; For each item listed in Step l, identify the
potential sources of such information and data, such
as trade associations, published reports, etc. A matrixtype approach might be helpful here: list as rows the
specific types of information/data that you need, and
list as column headings the potential sources, then
place an "X" in the appropriate cell. The advantage of
this approach is that it may reveal that some sources
may meet more than one of your information/data
needs. For example, trade association publications
typically provide sales trends and information
regarding companies involved in your market area.
Published market research reports typically provide
market assessments, past and future, as well as a
discussion of potential competitors. One column
heading should be "Visit Stores and Walk the Aisles,"
whereby doing so, you can get some idea as to what
like or similar products may already be in the market
place. Another similar and related column heading
would be "Trade Shows," whereby attending and,
again walking the aisles, may provide you further
insight as to what like or similar products might be
out there. (Note: One should be careful here - just

because you didn't find any like or a similar product
when you walked the aisles doesn't necessarily mean
that there aren't any. You just may not have found
them!)
Step 3: For each potential information or data
source listed, identify how to access it. Going to
stores and trade shows is obvious, but you may need
librarian-type assistance to find secondary sources
of information. Key word or phrase searches on the
internet is always worth doing. Never rely solely (if
ever) on the "singing Sirens" associated with the
"dial 1-800" television company advertisements that
claim to have "manufacturers waiting and ready to
buy your idea and to make you a multi-millionaire"
as a source of market information.
Step 4: Develop a timetable or master schedule
outlining the time-phased steps for implementing
your market research plan. Build in checkpoints and
milestones to enable you to asses where you are and,
in particular, whether or not it makes any sense to
go any further. At some point in time, you may find
that you already have enough information to make a
meaningful decision as to how to proceed.
Step 5: Implement your plan - gather the
information/data that you have identified as needed
in order for you to proceed with your invention idea.
Step 6: Analyze the data obtained to assess whether
or not you have been able to gather all that you need.
If not, then identify the "holes," and go back and fill
them.
Step 7,* Based on the results obtained in Step 6,
make a decision: move along with your invention, or
move onto another idea.
I strongly recommend that inventors always
implement some type of market research plan as
outlined in the above seven-step process at least
initially, perhaps not to the level of detail described,
before moving forward and filing for a patent. The
obvious rationale is that it makes no sense to pay
the attorney and filing fees if your initial research
indicates that your idea or invention doesn't have a
reasonable chance of making money.
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